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Abstract. The question of complete integrability of evolution equations associated
to n x n first order isospectral operators is investigated using the inverse scattering
method. It is shown that for n > 2, e.g. for the three-wave interaction, additional
(nonlinear) pointwise flows are necessary for the assertion of complete integrability.
Their existence is demonstrated by constructing action-angle variables. This
construction depends on the analysis of a natural 2-form and symplectic foliation
for the groups GL(n) and SU(ή).

1. Introduction

A classical Hamiltonian flow with IN degrees of freedom is said to be completely
integrable if it has N independent integrals of the motion which are in involution.
More generally, k independent commuting Hamiltonian flows in a 2JV-dimensional
manifold are said to be a completely integrable family if there are N — k independent
integrals of the motions which are in involution, or equivalently the N — k flows
may be enlarged to a set of N independent commuting flows. By a theorem of
Jacobi and Liouville, there then exist (at least locally in phase space) a new set of
canonical variables, called action-angle variables, in which the flows are particularly
simple; see [A] for a precise global version due to Arnold.

In recent years a number of nonlinear evolution equations, beginning with the
KdV equation, have been shown to have Hamiltonian form on appropriate
infinite-dimensional manifolds and to have an infinite family of integrals of the
motion which are in involution. Such equations are commonly referred to as
"completely integrable," although it no longer makes sense to count half the number
of dimensions. Nevertheless the inverse scattering method makes it possible to give
a precise form to the question of complete integrability and, indeed, to reduce it
to a question in a finite dimensional space.
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Such results are known for the KdV hierarchy and the nonlinear Schrόdinger
hierarchy; [Ga,ZF]. The scattering map both linearizes and decouples these flows,
and action angle variables have been obtained [ZF,ZM]. In both these cases the
pointwise dimension of the scattering data is 2, and no new pointwise flows are
needed to get to half the dimension. Manakov [Ma] obtained action-angle variables
for the 3-wave interaction equation.

The inverse scattering method is based on analysis of an associated linear
spectral problem, and the associated hierarchy of flows are isospectral for the linear
operator. For KdV the linear operator is the 1-dimensional Schrodinger operator
and for NLS it is the 2 x 2 AKNS-ZS operator

^--zJ-q(x); (1.1)
ax

here z is the spectral parameter, and J is a given constant matrix. In this paper
we consider the n x n version of (1.1), under the assumption that J is semisimple
with distinct eigenvalues and that q takes values in the range of ad J and vanishes
rapidly at oo. The three-wave interaction is an example of an associated isospectral
flow, when n = 3; [ZM, Ma,Ka]. The scattering and inverse scattering theory for
(1.1) has been considered by a number of authors: see [ZS1,AKNS] for n = 2 and
[Ma, Ka, Sh, Ne, Ge, BY, BC1, Ca].

Each traceless matrix μ which commutes with J generates a hierarchy of
isospectral flows of (1.1). On the scattering side these form an (n— l)-parameter
family of commuting pointwise flows. The pointwise dimension of the space of
scattering data for (1.1) is n2 — n. We show that there is an appropriate Hamiltonian
structure on this space of pointwise data, and that the (n— l)-parameter family is
completely integrable in the classical sense: it is part of an (n2 — n)/2-parameter
family of commuting Hamiltonian flows. Both the existence of an appropriate
pointwise Hamiltonian structure and complete integrability follow from a con-
struction of Darboux coordinates (coordinates which diagonalize the 2-form) which
are action-angle variables for the flows of the hierarchies. It should be noted that
the additional commuting point-wise flows needed when n is greater than 2 are
not linear on scattering data.

The results just described are obtained in the category of complex manifolds
and Hamiltonian structures. We are also interested in the real case. The three-wave
interaction, for example, is associated to the operator (1.1) with J + J* = 0 and the
constraint g + g* = 0; on the scattering side the appropriate group is 5(7(3) rather
than SL(3, C). We show that one can find real Darboux coordinates for scattering
data to provide action-angle variables for the 3-wave interaction and the other
flows of the hierarchies. The canonical transformation to action-angle variables is
not algebraic in this case: it requires the Liouville method and elliptic functions.
Manakov [Ma] used a different method to obtain action-angle variables for the
3-wave interaction which have a simple form but which are nonlocal functions of
the entries of the scattering matrix s of Sect. 3; the associated flows are also nonlocal
in s.

Our analysis of the Hamiltonian structures (symplectic form, Poisson brackets)
leads to a natural closed 2-form of rank n2 — n on GL(n\ and a natural symplectic
foliation of GL(n). The reduction J + J * = 0, q + q*=0 leads to consideration of
SU(ή) in place of GL(n). The induced Poisson bracket is not a Poisson-Lie structure
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[Dr], since it is not degenerate at the identity element. However it was pointed
out to us by Lu [Lu] that our structure is the translate by a Weyl element of a
Poisson-Lie structure which is the classical limit of a quantum group structure
described by Drinfeld [Dr].

The plan of the paper is the following. In Sect. 2 we review the Hamiltonian
structure and hierarchy of flows associated to the operator (1.1). The scattering
theory for the case J + J* = 0 is reviewed in Sect. 3. We then compute the Poisson
bracket for scattering data and state the main results on existence of Darboux
coordinates and complete integrability. In Sect. 4 we introduce and analyze the
2-form on GL{n) and obtain Darboux coordinates. A symplectic foliation of GL(ή)
is introduced in Sect. 4, and we calculate the associated Poisson bracket and the
Hamiltonians for a family of linear flows.

The algebraic results of Sects. 4 and 5 are used in Sect. 6 to prove the results
on Darboux coordinates and complete integrability for scattering data which were
stated in Sect. 3. The case of 51/(3) is taken up in Sect. 7; complete integrability
of the three-wave interaction is a consequence. In Sect. 8 we show that the results
stated in Sect. 2 remain valid without the restriction J + J* = 0.

2. Symplectic Structure of Hamiltonian Hierarchies

We consider Hamiltonian hierarchies of flows associated to the first order differential
operator

^--zJ-q(x), zeC, (2.1)

where J is a constant n x n semisimple matrix; q(x) is an n x n matrix whose entries
qjk belong to the Schwartz class &(R); and, for each x, q(x) lies in the range of
ad J. We denote by P the linear space of all such q; thus P = ̂ (R; ad J(Mn)\ where
Mn = MM(C) is the space oί nxn matrices, with the Schwartz topology. We use
the following inner product on P:

(2.2)

Since P is a linear space we may identify it with its tangent space. We denote
tangent vectors (at a given point q) by q. Associated with (2.1) is the closed 2-form

ΩP = ]- J tr [δq(x) A [ad J ] " i δq(x)~\dx9 (2.3)
2R

where δq(x) denotes the linear functional taking q to q(x) and [ad J ] " 1 maps to
the range of ad J, on which ad J is injective. Thus

^ (2.3')

Since the inner product is non-singular, ΩP is symplectic. Note that when
J + J * = 0, and we restrict to the set {qeP'.q + q* = 0}, then the form ΩP is real.

We shall work with the case in which J is diagonal with distinct eigenvalues:
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J = diag (iλ1jλ2,..., iλn). In this case

ΩP = ί Σ γ , * n ^ W A <5^(x)dx. (2.4)

A Poisson bracket is associated to the symplectic form ΩP in the standard way.
If F is a functional on P which is Frechet differentiable, and q is a tangent vector,
we write

ε = 0

i.e. we identify δF/δq with the gradient of F. The Hamiltonian vector field associated
to F, denoted HF, is then defined by

ΩP(HF,q)=-qF. (2.6)

This definition and (2.3') imply that HF = [J,δF/dq~]. The Poisson bracket [Ne]
is then given by

/Γ ΛFΊλrΛ
c. (2.7)

There is an (n — l)-parameter family of hierarchies of commuting Hamiltonian
flows in P, defined as follows. Let μ be a constant matrix with

trμ = 0, [J ,μ]=O,

and associate to q in P a sequence of matrix-valued functions F k defined recursively
by

F0(x) = μ; [ J , F k + 1 ] =—-+[<7>^c]; h'm /̂c + i M = 0

The Fk depend nonlinearly on q for k> 1 (fe>2, if n = 2). Various formal and
rigorous versions of the following are well-known.

Theorem 2.1. [Sa, BC2, BC3]. Each Fk(q) is a polynomial in q and its derivatives
of order less than k. The hierarchy of flows defined by

q = lJ,Fk+1(q)] (2.8)

are Hamiltonian with respect to ΩP and the Hamiltonians are in involution with
respect to the Poisson bracket {, }P.

We shall discuss the Hamiltonians for these flows later.

It is also well-known that the scattering transform linearizes the flows (2.8).
We discuss this in the next section.

3. The Scattering Transform; Symplectic Structure on Scattering Data

We summarize here the basic results of scattering theory for the operator (2.1); cf.
[BC1]. In this section we assume

J = dmg(iλί9...,iλn% λjeR, λ1>λ2>---λn. (3.1)
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For a given q in P, we seek a matrix-valued solution of the spectral problem

^ ψ{x9 z) = zJφ(x, z) + q(x)ψ(x9 z\ zeC, (3.2)

which is normalized by the asymptotic conditions

lim φ{x,z)Qxp{-xzJ)=l limsup | |^(x,z)exρ(-xzJ) | | < oo. (3.3)
χ-> — oo x-> + oo

If J II q(x) \\dx < 1, then there is a unique solution to (3.2), (3.3), and it has a limit

lim exp{-xξj)ψ{x9ξ) = s{ξ)9 ξeR. (3.4)
z* + o

The transformation q\-+s = s( ;q)is one of two versions of the scattering transform,
and s is called the scattering matrix.

Still assuming J \\q(x)\\dx < 1, the solutions ψ(x,z) for non-real z are holo-
morphic and have limits on R which are related by

)9 ξeR. (3.5)

To describe the target spaces for the maps q\-^s and q\-+v9 we define the spaces

SL±={aeSL{n,C)\ajk = O if ±{j-k)>0};

* SL+). (3.6)

This means that SL^ consists precisely of those s in SL(n) = SL{n, C) which have
two (unique) triangular factorizations

(3.7)

(3.8) Definition. SD is the set of matrix-valued functions s:R->SL(rc) with the
properties

s is smooth and bounded; each derivative has an asymptotic expansion
in powers of ξ~ι as \ξ\ -> oo; (3.8a)

s takes values in SL^, so it factors as s(ξ) = s±(ξ)υ±(ξ)~1; (3.8b)

the diagonal-matrix-valued functions δ±(ξ) = diags±(ξ) are the
boundary values of a diagonal-matrix-valued function which is bounded,
holomorphic, and invertible in C\R. (3.8c)

(3.9) Definition. SD' is the set of pairs of matrix-valued functions (v + ,v_), v+:
R-> S L 1 , with the properties

each entry of v± — 1 belongs to ^ ( R ) ; (3.9a)

the upper principal minors of the matrix-valued function v = vZ1v +

are non-zero and have winding number zero. (3.9b)

Condition (3.9b) includes discrete scattering data (bound states); throughout
this paper we consider only potentials with purely continuous scattering data.

We equip SD and SD' with the Schwartz topologies.

Theorem 3.1. ([Sh], [BY],[BC1]). The map q\-^s is a diffeomorphism from a
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neighborhood of 0 in P onto a neighborhood of 1 in SD, and it extends to map an
open set in P bijectively to a dense open set in SD.

The matrix function v in (3.5) is related to the matrix function s by the factorizations
(3.7); in fact

v = vZ1v+ = sZxs+, (3.10)

and this equation uniquely determines v + from v. The map q\-+(v + ,v_) is a
diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of the origin in P onto a neighborhood of (1,1)
in SD', and it extends to map an open set in P bijectively onto a dense open set in SD'.

(3.11) Remark. It is nearly implicit that SD and SD' are diffeomorphic. The
factorizations (3.7) and (3.10) determine v from 5. Conversely, write s± = δ + t + with
δ+ diagonal and t+ in SLQ. The factorization (3.10) gives vZίv + = tZί(δZ1δ + )t+,
showing that t± and δZ1δ+ are determined algebraically from v. The holomorphy
properties (3.9) shows that the factors δ_,δ + can be obtained from δZxδ + by
solving a Riemann-Hilbert factorization problem, and thus s+ and s itself can be
obtained from υ or from the pair (v + ,v_).

Proposition 3.2. ([G, BC1]). The pull-back of the 2-form ΩP of (2.3) under the inverse
of the scattering transform is

ί3 s = 5 ^ J t r [ ! ? . ( 5 φ ; 1 Λs-'δsl (3.12)

4πιR

It will be convenient to have a somewhat different formulation.

Proposition 3.3. The 2-form Ωs can be written
15ϋ+ Λslιδs+-vZ1δΌ- ΛSIMS_]. (3.13)

Proof. Since v = vZ1v+ and s = s±v±x, it follows that

s~1δs = s~1[δs±v±ι —

Thus

since (δv±)υ±

1 is strictly upper or lower triangular.
Next we consider the image under the scattering transformation of the Poisson

bracket {, }P of (2.7); equivalently, this is the Poisson bracket associated with the
2-form Ωs on scattering data. As usual, we may consider the entries of the scattering
matrix s(ξ) = s(ξ; q) to be functional on P and compute the corresponding bracket

{sjk(ξ),slm(η)}s(s) = {sjk(ξ),slm(η)}P(q\ ξ,ηeR.

There are two problems here. First, the gradients δsjk(ξ)/δq do not decay, so the
formula (2.7) does not have an absolutely convergent integrand and it is necessary
to use a regularization such as

N (V $s

lim f tr J,-^(
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Second, even this limit exists only in the sense of distributions in the two variables
ξ, η. Thus the precise meaning of the calculation is this: for any pair of test functions
w, w in C°°(R) one considers the pair of functionals

F(q) = $sjk(ξ)u(ξ)dξ. G(q) = jslm(ξ)w(ξ)dξ, s = s( ;q).
R R

Then formally one has

= JJ {Sjk(ξ)9 slm(η)}su(ξMη)dξdη (3.14)

as the defining equation for the distribution {sjk(ξ),slm(η)}e@'(R x R). The follow-
ing calculation is standard; see [Ma] for the 3 x 3 case and [Sk, KD] for K-matrix
formulations.

Proposition 3.4. The distribution defined by (3.14) is given explicitly by

= πisjm(ξ)slk(η)lsgn(l ~J) ~ sgn(m - k)~]δ(ξ - η)

- δkm\ P v . y ^ , (3.15)

where we take sgn (0) = 0 and p.v. denotes the principal value.

Proof. The variation of s with respect to q is

s(ξ) = f s(ξ)ψ(x9 ξ)~ ^ ( x ^ ί x , ξ)dx; (3.16)
R

[BC3, (2.45)]. Here the φ are the eigenfunctions (3.2), normalized at x = — GO. We
write φ(x9 ξ) = ψ(x, ξ)s(ξ)~1, which is normalized at x = +oo. With F as above,
an easy calculation using (2.2), (2.5), and (3.16) shows that

δF
()

A similar formula holds for G, so (3.14) becomes

{F, G}P = lim j

= jirn tf ^tr([J,ψ(x,ξ)ekjφ(x,ξΓιJ

- φ(x, η)emlφ(x, η)~ 1)u(ξ)w(η)dxdξdη. (3.17)

We use the identity

ξ-ηdxι
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and the properties of the trace to conclude from (3.17) that

{sjk(ξ\slm(η)}s= lim trLekjg(ξ9η,N)emlg(η,ξ9N)
N-*OO ζ — η

-ekjg(ξ,η,-N)emlg(ξ,η,-Nn (3.18)

in the sense of distributions, where g(ξ,η,x) = \j/(x, ξ)~1ψ(x,η). Now

g(ξ,η,x)πcxvlx(η-ξ)J]s(η) as x->+oo;

&s(ξ)exp[x(η-ξ)J] as x->—oo.

Thus the right side of (3.18) is

lim - 1 - [ s ^ ) s ^ y ^ - ^ - ^ - sjm(ξ)slk(η)eiN^λ"-^l (3.19)
JV->oo ζ — Y\

There is no singularity in (3.19) since the term in brackets vanishes atξ = η; therefore
we may replace the expression in (3.19) by the principal value integral, i.e. letting
the distribution act as the limit as ε JO of the integral over the region \ξ — η\ > ε.
This allows us to decouple the two terms in (3.19) and use the identity

] -η) if aeR\0\imp.v.e
N->OO ξ — η

to deduce (3.15) from (3.19).
As is well-known, the flows of Theorem 2.1 become linear on the scattering side.

Proposition 3.5. The potential q(-, t) evolves according to (2.8) if and only if the
scattering data evolve according to

jts(ξ,t) = ξklμ,s(U)l jtv±(ξ,t) = ξklμ,v±(ξ,t)l (3.20)

For a proof, see for example [BC2, BC3]. These flows are Hamiltonian (with
the same Hamiltonian functions as in the original variables) with respect to the
symplectic form Ωs on scattering data since the structure has simply been
transformed from P to SD or SD'. We wish to emphasize that on the scattering
side the flows (2.8) are not only linearized but decoupled for different values of
ξ9 r\\ equivalently, the Hamiltonian vector fields act in a pointwise fashion on the
entries of s or of (ι; + ,f_). This allows us to reduce the question of complete
integrability of the family of flows (2.8)/(3.20) to a finite-dimensional problem.

This integrability question is related to certain problems and questions
concerning the symplectic and Poisson structures on scattering data. Observe that
the 2-form Ωs lifts to the loop space

L(SLJ = {a:R->SL*: entries of a - 1 belong to «^(R)}.

More precisely Ωs is the pullback to SD of the 2-form defined by (3.12) or (3.13)
on L(SLχ). Moreover, these are pointwise formulas, in the obvious sense: they
express the form as the direct integral of forms computed pointwise from entries
of a in L(SLJ. However, the form is not symplectic on L{SL^). (This can be seen
from the fact that the dimension of SL is n2 - 1 but the rank of the pointwise form
in (3.13), as we show in the next section, is n2 — n.)
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The alternative space of scattering data, SD', is itself a loop space, whose
pointwise dimension is n2 — n, and the form Ωs is symplectic on SD'\ however the
computation of s from (v +, v _) involves the solution of a Riemann-Hilbert problem,
so that (3.12) does not express Ωs as a direct integral of pointwise 2-forms on the
fiber of the loop space; in fact it has no such pointwise expression when n is larger
than 2.

The Poisson bracket {, } s lifts to the whole loop group L(SL(rή) using the same
formula (3.15), but the nonlocal term involving p.v. (ξ — y\)~ι shows that {, } s is
also not a direct integral of a pointwise defined bracket, unlike the bracket {, }P

on the space P of potentials. This corresponds to the fact that submanifold
SD c L(SL(n)) is determined in part by the nonlocal constraint (3.8c). The nonlocal
term does not vanish when {, } s is considered as a bracket on SD' if n > 2, which
proves the earlier assertion that Ωs has no pointwise expression on SD'.

The following summarizes these observations.

Proposition 3.6. Ωs is a closed, pointwise 2-form but not a symplectic 2-form on the
loop space L(SL^). Ωs is a symplectic 2-form but not a pointwise 2-form on SD'.

{, } s is not a pointwise Poisson bracket on L(SL(ή)), nor on SD, nor on SD' (when
n>2).

Our main positive results involve choosing new coordinates to overcome the
limitations in Proposition 3.6. To state them we must extend the notion of a
distribution-valued Poisson bracket beyond the coordinate functions themselves.
Suppose f,g are in C°°(SL(n)) and u,w are test functions. We define functional
on SD, or on P, by

fξ(s) = f(s(ξ)), F(s) = $f(s(ξ))u(ξ)dξ,

gξ(s) = g(s(ξ)), G(s) = $g(s(ξ))w(ξ)dξ.

Thus the coordinate functions ajk(s) = sjk, alm(s) = slm give rise to the functional
sjk(ξ), slm(η), F, and G considered above. Then as before we obtain the distribution
{fξ,gη}e@'(R x R) by the formal calculation

(F,G)P = tf{fξ,gη}su(ξ)w(η)dξdη.

This leads also to the expression

0Sjk 0Slm

Theorem 3.7. There are functions pv,qvΛ ^v^j(n2 — ή) which are defined and
holomorphic on a dense open algebraic subset of SL(n) and which have the following
properties:

The map s\-^(p1

os,p2

os,...,q1°s, q2

os,...) is an injection from a dense
open set in SD into C°°(R;C"2-"), (3.21)

^ S = Σ ^ V ° 5 ) Λ % V O 5 ) , (3.22)
V

{pμ,ξ,Pv,η}s = {%,ξ><lv,η}s = 0; {pμ,ξ,qv,η}s = δ

μΆζ ~ >/), (3.23)

For any f in C*(SL(n)), the distributions {pvξ,fη} have support at
ξ = Ά, all v. ' (3.24)
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In other words, the functions pγ°s, qv°s are global Darboux coordinates on
the manifold SD of scattering data. The additional fact (3.24) implies that
Hamiltonians which are functions of the pv give pointwise vector fields on SD.
These same functions pv provide a strong positive answer to our question about
complete integrability in the SL(n) case, as follows.

Theorem 3.8. The functions pv of Theorem 3.2 may be chosen so that for each traceless
diagonal matrix μ, the Hamiltonian for the flow (2.8), (3.20) is a linear combination
of the functionals

$ξkpMξ))dξ. (3.25)
R

Thus the family of flows (3.20), which is determined pointwise by the
(n — l)-parameter family of traceless diagonal matrices, is imbedded in the
\(n2 - rc)-parameter family of flows generated by the pv's. In fact the functions pv,qγ

of Theorem 3.2 provide action-angle variables for the flows (3.20).
Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 are proved in Sect. 6.
In this section we have made two restrictive assumptions about J: that the

eigenvalues are distinct and that they lie on a line through the origin in C. The
same results hold without the second assumption, as we show in Sect. 8.

Another situation arises with reduction, i.e. the imposition of restrictions on
the potentials q. The most interesting example in the present context is the
restriction q + q* = 0, still assuming (3.1). For such q, the scattering data satisfies
the corresponding constraints

s(ξ) belongs to Sl/(n); υ+{ξ)*Ό.(ξ)=l.

The pullbacks of the 2-forms are still symplectic. When n = 3 the simplest associated
nonlinear evolution equation is the 3-wave interaction. (Note that one needs
μ + μ* = 0 in (2.8), (3.20) to preserve the constraints.) Here our manifolds are real,
and we need the functions pv, qx of Theorem 3.2 to be real in order to preserve the
structure.

Theorem 3.9. The functions pv,qv of Theorems 3.7, 3.8 can be chosen to be real on
SU(3) in the case n = 3. In particular, the three-wave interaction is a completely
integrable Hamiltonian evolution in the strong sense.

This result is proved in Sect. 7.

4. A 2-Form in GL(n)

Let GL(n) denote either GL(n, R) or GL(n, C); in the latter case the functions and
forms to be considered are complex-valued. The key steps in deriving Theorems 3.2,
3.3, and 3.4 involve an analysis of a 2-form in GL(n): the integrand in (3.13). As in
Sect. 3 we introduce the matrix spaces

GL± = {aeGL(n):ajk = 0 if ±(j-k)>0};

GL% = {aeGL* :diag(α) = 1};

GL^ = (GL+ GL~)n (GL~ GL+).
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Again, GL# consists of those elements of GL(n) with factorizations

a = a+v+1 = α _ u l 1 , a±eGL±, V+EGLQ. (4.1)

We consider a±,v± here as functions of a in GL(n); then da± and dv+ are matrices
of 1-forms on GL(n) and we may define a 2-form by

Ω = tτ[v+1dv+ Λalιda+ -vZidv^ Λfll^α.]. (4.2)

At the identity, Ω = 2 £ dajk Λ dαfcj , so Ω has rank ^ n2 — n on an open set.

Theorem 4.1. On α dense open algebraic subset of GL^ the 2-form Ω has a
representation

Ω = £ dp, Λ dg,, JV = ̂  (n2 - n), (4.3)
V = l ^

where p v and gv are analytic (holomorphic) and the 1-forms dpv,dqv are independent.
In particular, Ω is closed and generically has rank n2 — n.

The proof of this theorem is given after Theorem 4.4. The strategy is to obtain
the general result by a reduction to the case n = 2.

Lemma 4.2. For n = 2,

\ h ψ L \ \ ^ λ \ 4 = detα. (4.4)\ψ\Adιog\
L Δ J K2

Proof. If a is in GLJ2) then

Γ 1 0] _[Δ/a22 α 1 2
_

y + - | - α 2 1 / α 2 2 i j a + [ 0
= Γ i 2 / n ] =

- |_0 1 J " L«2i 4/

0 Ί
βnJ

A direct calculation gives

Q = d\—l A
L*22j

Λ
J

1
J ( 4.5)

and some further manipulation leads to (4.4).

(4.5) Remark. Given 1 ^ j < k ^ n, consider the subset of GL^ consisting of those
a whose only non-vanishing off-diagonal entries occur in the (j, k) and (kj) places.
The pullback of Ω to this subset has, by an analogous computation, the form

A = anakk~ajkakj. (4.6)

We now proceed to reduce the general case to a sum of cases as described in
the preceding remark.
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Suppose that π 1 ? π 2 , . . . , π N , N = j(n2 — n), are permutation matrices with the
two properties (written using the standard matrix units)

π v is the matrix of the transposition (/c,/c + 1), k = fcv; (4.7a)

the product π 1 π 2 πΛΓ is the antidiagonal matrix r = £ e / V j + 1 _ J . (4.7b)

There are various such decompositions of the antidiagonal matrix r. One such
decomposition corresponds to permuting (1,2, ...,n) by moving 1 to the extreme
right in n — 1 steps, then moving 2 to the position left of 1 in n — 2 steps, and so on.

(4.8) Definition. Given π v satisfying (4.7), set

r o = l , r v = π 1 π 2 π v , 1 <; v ̂  N;

ί/v = r.GL^r;1; Lv = rxGL~r;ι\ D v = ••-I

where Bv = {beGL(n); bjk = Oforj / /c unless {j, k} = {/cv, fev -f 1)}. Γ/zw5 ί/ẑ  matrices
in Dv are block diagonal in the sense that after conjugation by r~1 the nonzero entries
lie in a single 2 x 2 block along the diagonal.

Note that Uv9 Lv, Dv, Uv + Dv, and Lv H- Dv are subalgebras of the matrix algebra
Mn. Let

Pv:Mn-+Dv (4.9)

be the projection which commutes with left and right multiplication by diagonal
matrices. Then

( D v + l / v ) n φ v + Lv) = D v; (4.10)

P v is an algebra homomorphism on Dx -h Ux and on D v + Lv. (4.11)

Note also that because r v_x and rv differ by a single transposition, we have the
identities

DV + L V _ X = D V + LV, DV+UV.X=DV+UV. (4.12)

(4.13) Definition. Suppose the permutation matrices πv satisfy (4.7% and suppose
r~ιarx is in GL^,0^ v ̂  N. Then we may factor the r~xarv as in (4.1) to obtain
matrices tίv, /v such that

auv = lv, uveUx, lγeLv. (4.13a)

Now define v*,v~,ax ,a~ and 2-forms Ωv as follows:

υ~=Pvuv-l9 ι;v

+=Fvwv, α v " = P v / v _ l 9 αv

+ = PJV; (4.13b)

Ω^tτKvϊyUvϊ A(av

¥y1daY

¥ -(v y'dv; A(av~y1 Ada l (4.13c)

Lemma 4.3. With a as in (4.13),

v_=u0, α _ = / 0 , ϋ+=«jv> « + = ' N » (4-14)

tV^v = CΛ'vHO~V=(α;ΓV (4.15)

/n particular, a^vfy1 and a^v')"1 have a common value αv in Dv, and Ωv is the
pullback at av of Ω under the map b\-^r~1brv from Dv to Bx a GL(ή).

Proof. That (4.14) holds is clear from the definitions, together with the assumption
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(4.7), which gives rN = r. The factorizations (4.13a) imply the first equality in (4.15),
since ί ^ ^ ^ = a = lvu~ί. Because of this first identity and (4.12), the common
value belongs to (Dv + Lv)n(Dv -f Uv) = Dv. Therefore we can project and use the
property (4.11) to obtain the remaining identities in (4.15). The final statement is
immediate from conjugation of Ωv by rv.

Note that avv* = α * , and that Ωx can be expressed directly in terms of the
entries of the αv via (4.6). By virtue of the following decomposition theorem, the
computation of Ω is reduced to a sum of 2 x 2 problems, as in Remark 4.5. An
algorithm for computing av in terms of a will be given below.

Theorem 4.4. Under the assumption (4.7), Ω is the sum

+ -+ΩN. (4.16)

Proof. We begin by reversing the reasoning in the proof of Proposition 3.3 to
write Ω in the alternative form

From (4.14), (4.15) it follows that

υ = vZ1υ

where vv is the common value of the matrices in (4.15). Then

= vZ1υ+ =UQ1UN =

Note the identity

uv_xdυvu~ι = uv(vx)~1dvxu~1 — uv_1(v~)~1dv~u~J1.

From a = lvu~* we find

The first term vanishes since υ* and MV both belong to Uv. For the second term
we have

since Pv is multiplicative on Lv. The second term in tr(ux^1dvvu~1 A a'1 da) is
treated in the same way, using a = lγ^.ίu~}ί, and (4.13) follows immediately.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Choose permutation matrices which lead to a decomposition
(4.16) of Ω. According to Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.5, each Ωv has the form
dpv A dqv, so we obtain the desired representation (4.3) on the dense set where the
pv9 qv are defined. It follows immediately that Ω is closed and that it has rank at
most n2 — n everywhere. The rank is n2 — n at the identity, and therefore is n2 — n
on a dense algebraic open set, so the dpv, dqv are generically independent.

To compute Ωvi and hence pv9qv9 we need to find αv. To obtain av from
α, note that

au* = l*9 (4.17)

where

ii^H^iO"1, lt = K-i(v;r\ (4.18)
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P v i ι * = l .

The matrix rv}iavrv^1 is block diagonal; its nontrivial part is the 2 x 2 block with
entries from rows and columns /cv,/cv+1. It follows from (4.17), (4.18), and a simple
computation that this block is D — CA ~x B, where A is (/cv — 1) x (fcv — 1), D is 2 x 2,
and

Lrv-iαrv-iJ/,fc^fcv+i ~ r n

The following notational convention will be useful.

(4.19) Definition. If J and K are two subsets of {l,2,...,n} having the same
cardinality and a is in Mn, then m(J,K) = m(J;K,a) denotes the determinant of the
corresponding submatrix

m(J; K; a) = det (a jk)jeJMK.

Wesetm{090;a)=l.

Direct calculation leads to

D CA~1B= 1 Γ m(J>kv;J>k

m(J;J)Lm(J,fev+l;J,

where J = (l,2,.. .,/c v-l) and

Ωv = dpv A dpΛ

fcv) m(J,/c v+ l ; ; , / c v + ]

= m(X;L;r v~_ 1

1αr v_ 1). Thus

m(J; J)m{J, kv9 kv + 1; J,

m(J,/cv+l;J,fev)

π)
(4.20)

(4.21) Example. For n = 3, we consider the decomposition of r corresponding to
(123)-»(312)-(231)->(321), i.e.

0
1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1_

1

0

0

0

0

1

0
1

0

0
1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1
=

"0

0

_1

0
1

0

1

0

0

Let A be the cofactor matrix A = Δ(a 1 ) ί , where A = det α. Then the corresponding
decomposition of Ω is

23

We conclude with some symmetry properties of Ω which will be important later.
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Proposition 4.7. The 2-form Ω is odd under the automorphisms of GL(n\

(where r is again the antidiagonal matrix ££/,„ + 1 - 7 ), i e.

ΦfΩ=-Ω, ; = 1,2.

Proof Φj(GLr) = GLτ. Therefore if aj= Φj(a), the ± factors in (4.1) are Φj(a+\
Φj(v+). It is immediate from this that Φ\Ω= —Ω. The result for Φ1 makes use
also of the identity Φ\(b~ιdb) = - (b'^dbf, together with the identity tr (α Λ β) =
tr(α' Λ βι) for matrix-valued 1-forms.

5. A Symplectic Foliation and Poisson Bracket on GL(n); Flows

We introduce now a foliation of GL^ which is naturally associated to the
factorizations (4.1). As in Remark (3.11) we define diagonal matrices δ+ = diag(α±)
and δ = δZ1δ + , and set

a±=δ±b±, b±eGL±, (5.1)

so that

vZ1v+=aZ1a+=bZ1(δZ1δ+)b+=bZ1δb + . (5.2)

In the notation of (4.20) the principal minors of aeGL(ή) are m(J;J;a); we
abbreviate this to m(J; a). If a is understood, we may write m(J). In particular the
upper and lower principal minors are

d ; = d ; ( β ) = m(l, . . . ,Λ dj =m{j,...,ri); do = l = d B + 1 . (5.3)

It follows from (4.1) that <5+(<5_) has the same lower (upper) minors as α, so

(δ+)u = £-; (δ-)jj = -β-9 lύiύn. (5.4)

Therefore δ+ and δ_ are determined uniquely by δ = δZ1δ+, together with the
quotients

<Pj(a) = dϊ(a)/dϊ+1(a), l^j^n. (5.5)

Note that φn(a) = dεta9 and that the φj determine the product δ + δ^.

Theorem 5.1. The foliation ofGL% by the functions ψj is symplectic for Ω. Each leaf
{a:q)j(a) = Cp l ^ j ^ n } is parametrized by V^ = {(V+,V_)EGLQ X GLQ :vZ1v+eGL};
the pullback of Ω to a leaf is generically of rank n2 — n; the pullback from a leaf to
V^ is independent of the choice of leaf and is given by

(5.6)

where b+ and δ are determined from (v+,V-) by the factorization

vZiv+=bZίδb+, b±eGL$, δ = άmg(δ). (5.7)
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Proof. Starting with a in GL^ we define b+, δ+, as above and again set δ = δ I ίδ +.
Let η = δ_δ + . Then

δί1dδ±=η-ίdη±δ-ίdδ; a'±
ι da ± = b~±

x db ± + b~±

λ\δ~±

ι dδ ±)b ± .

Consequently Ω is given by the sum of (5.6) and

tτlυ+ιdv+ Λb+1{η-1dη)b+-vZ1dv_ A bZ1(η-1dη)b_']. (5.8)

The pullback of dη to the leaves of the foliation determined by the functions ψj
vanishes, since these functions determine η, so the pullback of Ω to the leaf is given
by (5.6). Now b+ and δ are determined from (v + ,v_) in V% by (5.2), so the pullback
of Ω to Kj. is leaf-independent and given also by (5.6). These pullbacks have
rank ^ dim (V^) = n2 — n everywhere and rank n2 — n at the unique diagonal element
in a given leaf, so they have rank n2 — n generically.

The symplectic foliation gives rise to a Poisson structure on GL^. In fact there
is a Poisson bracket (, )L on each leaf L corresponding to the pullback of Ω to L,
and this may be extended to a (degenerate) Poisson bracket for functions on GL^
characterized by

= (/IL>0IL)L; ( / > J ) = 0, l^jύn. (5.9)

Equivalently, if Ω= Σdpv A dqv as in Theorem 4.1, then

(Pμί<?v) = <$μv> (Pμ,Pv) = 0 = (<?μ,<Zv), 1 ̂ μ , v ^ ( n 2 - n ) ; (f,<Pj) = O, l^j^n.

(5.10)

Functions such as the φj which Poisson commute with all functions are sometimes
called Casimirs.

This Poisson bracket was computed for the standard coordinates of GL(n) by
Lu [Lu] in the cases n = 2, n = 3; Lu also conjectured the general form below and
pointed out the connection with the classical limit of a quantum version due to
Drinfeld [Dr], as noted in Sect. 1.

Proposition 5.2. The Poisson bracket (5.9) is odd under the automorphisms Φ^Φ2

of Proposition 4.7, i.e.

(f°Φj,g°Φj)=-(f9g)°Φj9 7 = 1,2.

Proof The Casimirs φk satisfy φk°Φj = φn + 1_k, so Φj maps leaves to leaves.
Proposition 4.7 implies that the pullback under Φj to a leaf L of Ω on Φj{L) is
- Ω. Therefore the pushforward of the Poisson bracket (,)L is - (,)Φ ι ( L ), and (5.9)
implies the desired result.

Theorem 5.3. The Poisson bracket on GL^ induced by the 2- form Ω and the foliation
by functions (ψj) extends to the full matrix space Mn and is given by the following
bracket relations between the coordinate functions ajk:

(fljk> aim) = i [sgn(/ - 7) - s g n ( m - k)]ajmaιk, (5.11)

where again sgn (0) = 0.

Proof. We show first that the calculation can be reduced to the cases n<4. For
a fixed K, 1 ̂ K ^ n , consider the map Mn^>Mn-1 obtained by omitting the κth row
and column. We claim that the pushforward to M n _ x of the Poisson structure on
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Mn coincides with the structure on Mn_ x itself, i.e. the Poisson bracket of coordinate
functions ajk9alm on Mπ,i, j,k,\Φκ, is the same as that obtained by considering
them as functions on Mn^ι. To verify this claim we take the decomposition (4.7)
of the antidiagonal matrix reMn obtained from the following three sets of
permutations: the first set takes (1,2,..., n) to (1, . . . , K — 1, K + 1,..., n, k) in n — k-
steps; the second set takes us to (ft, n — 1,..., 1, K) in j(n — \)(n — 2) steps; the third set
takes us to (ft, n — 1,..., 1) in (K — 1) steps. The corresponding additive decomposition
of Ω then takes the form

Ω=Ω+Ω" + Ω' (5.12)

with the obvious notational convention. According to the prescription after
Lemma 4.5, Ω" = Σdpv A dqv, where the pv,qx are functions of the matrix b in
Mn_ι which corresponds to a in Mn by the map above; moreover Ω" has exactly
the same form as ^ . ^ To complete the verification of our claim it is, therefore,
sufficient to show that the foliation functions for b Poisson commute with all entries
of b when these are considered as functions of a. We know that the pv which
correspond to Ω' and to Ω" in the decomposition (5.12) commute with all pv,qv

from Ω" and with each other, so it is enough to show that the foliation functions
of b in MM_ ί are computable from the pv in Ω' and Ω"\ together with the foliation
functions on Mn. The pv corresponding to Ω' are

log(0fc + i/0k)> κ^k<n; gk = m(l,...,/c,...,/c)/m(l,...,/c),

where again m( ) denotes the principal minor of a based on the indicated rows
and columns. Similarly, the pv associated to Ω'" are

log (hk+ί/hh), l^k<κ; hk = m(k9..., n)/m(k9..., K, . .., n).

Modulo the foliation functions on Mn, the gk and hk can be determined from the
pv. Again modulo the foliation functions on Mn, the gks and hks are equivalent
to the set of functions

m(l,..., K, ..., k)/m(k + 1,..., n\ κ^k^n;

c,..., /c,..., n% \^k<κ.

These are precisely the foliation functions of b as an element of Mn _ ί. This completes
the proof that the two Poisson structures coincide on b.

Suppose now that aVpakl are any two coordinate functions on Mn. Repeated
use of the preceding argument shows that their Poisson bracket can be computed
by taking them to be functions on Mp, with p the cardinality of {i,j,kj}. Thus
the computation is reduced to the cases M1 (trivial), M2,M3,M4. The complete
computation is tedious, so we merely indicate a few representative cases. Recall
that a Poisson bracket is a derivation for each of its arguments.

For n = 2 the foliation functions are aιl/a22, Δ = detα. From this fact and (4.4)
we deduce

ίa22/Δ\ q = log(a21/a12) and (p,q)=l9 so

( α 1 1 α 2 2 , α 2 1 / α 1 2 ) =
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(α 1 1 ,α 2 1 /α 1 2 ) = (α? 1 ,α 2 1 /α 1 2 )/2α 1 1 =(α 1 1 α 2 2 α 1 1 /α 2 2 ,α 2 1 /α 1 2 )/2α 1 1

= (a11a22,a21/a12)/2a22 =

Therefore

(aιua21) (alual1) = a12(alua21/a12)/2
za2ι

Because of the symmetries in Proposition 4.7, {a22,a21) = — ( f lii>β2i) a n d s o o n

Also

(a2Uaί2) = (a2Ua12a21)/a2ί=(a2U-alίa22)/a21

= {aιla22a11/a22,a2ί)a21/alίa12 = 2(alί,a2ί)a22/a21=aίla22/2.

For rc = 3, reduction to n = 2 gives all brackets such as (a22,aί2),(a23,a33). Let
^ = (detα)(α"1) ί be the cofactor matrix. The foliation functions are

detα, α n A 4 1 1 ? 033/^33-

The decomposition (4.21) implies, therefore, that

0 = (aj2alίal3/AlίA33,Aί3/A3l) = 2^2^^^^, A13/A31)/A11A33;

Therefore (a22,Aί2) = O = (a22,A31\ and the 2 x 2 results allow one to calculate
(<z22,α31) and (a22,a13) from these identities. Similar computations yield all
the 3 x 3 brackets, though for some it is convenient to replace the decom-
position in (4.21) with the decomposition obtained from factoring r by means of
(123)->(132)-K312)-»(321).

The case n = 4 is similar, and again brackets like (a12,a24) are known from the
3 x 3 computation. This completes our sketch of the proof of Theorem 5.3.

We consider now the (n— l)-parameter family of flows in Mn:

a(t) = exp (ίμ)α(O) exp (— tμ), μ diagonal, tr μ = 0. (5.13)

This conjugation preserves the principal minors of α, so the flow preserves
GL(ή), GL^, and the leaves of the foliation. The factorization (4.1) is also preserved,
so the flow preserves the 2-form Ω. Therefore these flows are Hamiltonian.

Theorem 5.4. The Hamiltonian function for the flow (5.13) is tr [μ log δ], δ = δ I ι δ +,
and it is a linear combination of the functions pv of (4.20).

Proof We use the additive decomposition of Theorem 4.4, with the factorization
of r described after (4.7). If π v is associated with the interchange of j and ίc, then
(4.20) implies that under the flow (5.13), qv = μk — μ ; . Therefore the Hamiltonian
for (5.13) is a linear combination of the p v. The p v themselves are logarithms of
quotients of principal minors of a:

The term mjk occurs in the numerator of exp(pv) when π v is associated to the
interchange of 7 — 1 with k or of; with k + 1 ; the term mjk occurs in the denominator
when π v is associated to the interchange of j — 1 with k + 1 or of j with k. Thus
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the total weight attached to logm jk in the Hamiltonian for the flow (5.13) is

(μk ~ βj-ι) + {μk +1 - /f/) ~ (Pk +1 - μj-i) - (μk - μs),

with the convention that if j — 1 = 0 or k + 1 = n, the corresponding term in
parentheses is omitted. Thus log mjk has weight zero unless j = 1 or k = n, and the
Hamiltonian for (5.13) is

n - l π - 1

Σ (μ*+1-/4)logWu+ Σ (Mj+i
fc=l J = l

(5.14) Remark. Theorem 5.2 and its proof show that the flows (5.13) are completely
integrable in the classical sense: they are an (n— l)-parameter family of commuting
Hamiltonian flows in each n2 — n dimensional symplectic leaf of the foliation, and
are part of the \(n2 — n)-parameter family of commuting flows generated by the p v.
Note that the flows (5.13) are the only members of the larger family which are
linear as flows on the full matrix algebra Mn; in fact the generator of a linear flow
which commutes with all the flows (5.13) must have each matrix unit ejk, j φ k, as
an eigenvector and if such a flow leaves all the p v invariant it can be shown to be
included among the flows (5.13).

6. Proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8: Darboux Coordinates for Scattering Data

Up to a trivial normalization, the functions px,qx of Theorem 4.1 are the functions
of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8. To see this, we return to the notation introduced before
Theorem 3.7. Observe that if/, g belong to C°°(SL(π)) then in view of Proposition 3.4
the distribution-valued Poisson bracket can be decomposed as

l (6.1)
— η

where [, ] and <, > have the following properties.
The map/, #»—•[/, g~] is an alternating bilinear map from C°°(SL(n)) x C°°(SL(ft))

to C°°(iSL(«)) which is a derivation in each variable:

Ifg, Λ] = Kg, h] + flf [/, K]9 [/, gK\ = glf, h] + Λ[/, gl (6.2)

- j) - sgn(m- fc)]. (6.3)

The map f9g->(f,g} is a symmetric bilinear map from C°°(SL(n)) x C°°(iSL(n)) to
x SL{n)) such that

ϊ) + h(sfKf,g>(s,sf). (6.4)

(<*ik> <*lmXs> SΊ = <ljk(s)<*lm(s')lδjl ~ δkm] (6-5)

Here the ajk are the coordinate functions and 5, s' are points of SL(n).
The properties (6.2), (6.3) imply that the bracket [,] is precisely 4πι(,), where

(,) is the Poisson bracket (5.11); this corresponds to the fact that Ωs is the direct
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integral of AπiΩ. Consequently we may replace the functions pv and qv of Sect. 4
by the renormalized versions

to obtain

V ^ (6-6)
2 2πi

1
\Pμ ξ> qv η}s = δμvδ(ζ — η) + <p , qv}{s(ξ)9 s(η)) p.v. . (6.7)

ξ-η

To complete the proof of Theorem 3.7 we must show

<p v ,/> = 0 all / in C«(SL(n))9 all v; (6.8)

<4μ9<7v> = 0> all μ9v. (6.9)

(6.10) Definition. Given subsets J, J',X,X' o/(l,2,...,n}, seί

ε(J, X; J', X') = card (J n J') - card (X n X')

Lemma 6.1. The bracket < , > between minors of s satisfies

(jn(J\ X), m{Jf\ X') > (s, s') = ε( J, X; J', K')™^; X; s)m( J'; X'; s') (6.11)

Proo/. The case when J,K,J',Kf all have cardinality 1 is immediate from (6.5).
The general case follows by expanding the determinants and using the derivation
property (6.4).

We can now prove (6.8) and (6.9), using (4.20). Each pv is the logarithm of a
term m(J)m(J')/m(K)m(K'\ where each element) of (1,2,..., n) occurs with the same
frequency in the pair of sets J, J' as in the pair X, X'. From the derivation property
(6.5) we deduce that (6.11) is equivalent to

<log m(J; X), log m( J'; X') > = ε( J, X; J\ X'). (6.12)

Each coordinate function ajk is itself a minor, and therefore (6.12) implies

log— — — ?logα/fe ) = ε(J,J;jΛ) + ε(J\ J':j, k) — ε(X, K,j, k) — ε(X', X'; /, k)

= 0.

This proves (6.8). To prove (6.9) we note that according to (4.20), each qx has
the form log m(J; X)/m(X; J), which we abbreviate slightly as log m(JX)/m(XJ).
Again we deduce from (6.12) that

m(JK) Λ m(J'K')

*m{K'J')ι

= β(j , J\ J , X ) — ε(«A Xj X ,«/) — ε(Xj «/j«/ , X ) ~t~ ε(X>«^j X j t/ )

= 0

because ε(J9K\J'K')= -ε(K9J;K'9J')9 and ε(J9K;K'9J')= -ε(K9J9J'9K
r). This

proves (6.9). For the injectivity property (3.21) we need the foliation functions φ}

in addition to p v ,g v . By Theorem 5.4, entries of δZxδ+ are linear combinations of
the pv As in Remark 3.11, £_ and δ+ are Riemann-Hilbert factors of δZxδ+.
Finally, (5.4) and (5.5) determine the φ} from <5 + ,(5_.
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Proof of Theorem 3.8. It is a well-known fact that the Hamiltonian for the flow
(2.8) is the negative of the coefficient of z~k~ι in the asymptotic expansion of
trμlog<S(z) as z-»oo, where

δ{z)= lim ^(x,z)exp( — xzJ\ zeC\R.
x-* + oo

See [S, BC3]. Now δ is piecewise holomorphic with limits δ± on R, so the
Hamiltonian can be expressed in the form

According to Theorem 5.4, this integral is a linear combination of the integrals (3.25).

7. Coordinates and Flows on SU(3)

Formula (4.2) defines a complex 2-form on the intersection of GL = GL(n, C) with
the real submanifold GL^ π U(n). The automorphism a\-+(a~*)* takes G^ to GL+.
Therefore, in the factorizations (4.1), we have

* ± = ( O * , v±=(v^)*9 aeU(n). (7.1)

As in the proof of Proposition 4.7 we can conclude that Ω = — Ω on GL^ n U(n).

Theorem 7.1. (a) iΩ is a closed real 2-form on GL^ n U(n).
(b) The foliation of GL^. n U(n) induced by the foliation of GL^ in Sect. 5 has

leaves with real dimension n2 — n. The 2-form generically has rank n2 — n on each
leaf so the foliation is again symplectic.

(c) If μ is a real diagonal matrix with tr (μ) = 0, the flow

a(t) = e^a(0)e-^ (7.2)

is Hamiltonian in GL% n U(n) with real Hamiltonian function tr (μ log δ), where again
δ = <5lM + , δ± =diag(a4).

Proof Part (a) follows from the preceding remarks. For part (b), note that (7.1)
implies

5±(fl) = [5 τ (α)- 1 ]* , aeU(η). (7.3)

Because of (5.3) and (5.4), (7.3) implies that the foliation functions (5.5) take values
in {\z\ = 1}, so the induced foliation is defined by the n independent real functions
arg φj9 The 2-form iΩ has (real) rank n2 — n at the unique diagonal element in
each leaf,, so it has rank n2 — n generically. Finally, the Poisson bracket associated
to this symplectic foliation is — i(,), where (,) is the Poisson bracket of Sect. 5
restricted to U(ή). According to Theorem 5.3, therefore, the Hamiltonian for the
flow (7.2) is tr(μlog<5), and according to (7.3) δ — δZιδ+ = δ%δ+ is real.

The Darboux coordinates pv,qv constructed in Sect. 4 are not real when
specialized to U(n) (and suitably normalized) except for n = 2. We show in this
section that real Darboux coordinates can be chosen in SL(3,C) in such a way
that: (a) the restrictions to SU(3) are real; (b) linear combinations of the pv still
include the Hamiltonians for the flows (7.1). As we shall see, the third Hamiltonian
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flow which commutes with the 2-parameter family of linear flows (7.2) is not linear
on M 3 .

We begin our discussion by recalling the Darboux coordinates for <SL(3) in
example (4.21). Corresponding to the new normalization iΩ, we take these to be

px =log(α 1 1 α 2 2 A4 3 3 ) , p2 = log(A11A33/a22)9 P3=log(a22a33/Alί);

<h = Πog(α2 1/fl1 2) q2 = ilog(A13/A31) q3 = ilog(a32/a23). (7.4)

Here again the Ajk are the entries of the cofactor matrix (detα)^" 1 ) ' . Therefore

Ajk = άjk for a in SU(n). (7.5)

It is convenient to make a preliminary linear canonical transformation to new
Darboux coordinates

= log(alxa22a33)9

P 3 = P 2 + P 3 = log (033^33)*

(7.6)

Then Pi and p 3 are real on SU(3), but p 2 is not. It follows either from direct
calculation using the Poisson bracket (5.11) or from the first symmetry in
Proposition 5.2 that \og(AιlA22A33) is also in involution with p x and p 2 , so we
may take

Ij = ajjAjp ; = 1,2,3, (7.7)

as the action variables for a new set of Darboux coordinates. The corresponding
angle variables Θl9Θ2,Θ3 are then obtained by the classical Liouville method;
cf. [W]. We briefly recall the method: in principle one solves the equations

Pj = fj(I,q) = fJ{Ii9I2,h,q1,q2,q3), j = 1,2,3. (7.8)

Because the Ij are independent and in involution, it follows that dfj/dpk = j
on the level surfaces {Ij = cjJ= 1,2,3}. Therefore there is a generating function
S{q, I) such that

fj(I9q) = pj9 j= 1,2,3. (7.9)

Putting Θj = dS/dlj, it follows that

and therefore

ίΩ = Σdpj Λ dqj = Σdlj A dΘj. (7.10)

By (7.5) the functions Ij are real on SU(3) and we may replace the Θj in (7.10) by
their real parts (if necessary) to obtain real Darboux coordinates. In the remainder
of this section we show that the angle variables Θj are elliptic functions.

We turn to Eq. (7.8). We already have p i = log/J , j = 1,3. The remaining
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equation can be obtained, in principle, once we have a nontrivial identity involving

Proposition 7.2. Let ζ = eP2 = ciiia22a33,10 = I2 — I1 —13 + 1. The following identity
holds on SL(3,C):

(C/0 + 2/ 1 , / 3 ) 2 +4cos 2 ( ig 2 ) (C-/ 1 ) (C-/3)(C-/ i/3) = 0. (7.11)

Proof. We make extensive use of the identities defining the cofactors: A ί 2 = a2 3 a31 —
a21a33 and so on, and of the corresponding identities coming from the inverse
matrix A:a12 = A23A31 — A21A33 and so on. In the following computation each
term in braces is replaced by its expression obtained from such identities in order
to pass to the next in the sequence of identities.

j 2 = a22A22 = axla22a33 - {a22a13}{a22a31}/a22

= fl11fl22α33-[{/413A31} + {fl12α21}{α23fl32}-(α12^13fl23 +

= /i + I3 + 1 - 2AlλA13/a22 + (a12A13a33 + a2iA31a32)/a22

or

= Cl22l0

(7.12)

On the other hand

(α1 2v41 3α2 3)(α2 1v43 1α3 2) = (α 1 2 α 2 1 )(Λ 1 3 Λ 3 1 )(α 2 3 α 3 2 )

= («nfl22 ~ ^33)^11^33 ~ cι22)(a22a33 - >4n)

= —(C - h)——(/1/3 - 0—(ί - hi (7.13)

Let / = a12A13a23 and 0 = α 2 1 /4 3 1 α 3 2 . Then

= Λ C e x P ( - ^ 2 ) + e x p ( i ^ 2 ) ] 2

(7.14)

Combining (7.12), (7.13), and (7.14), we obtain (7.11).
Returning to the generating function 5, we have

dS/dqί = p1 = log Iu dS/dq3 =p3 = log /3, dS/dq2 =p2 = log ζ

so

)du. (7.15)

The angle variables corresponding to the action variables J, are

dS q} 921 dζθ>=πrt+5mJ

du' i=U;

d
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We rewrite (7.11) in the form

Φ(ί, /, u) = F(ζ91) + cos2 (u/2)G(ζ9 /) = 0 (7.16)

to define ζ or u in terms of u or ζ and /. Thus

dζ _ dΦ/dlj _ (dΦ/dIj)(dΦ/du)

JΓj~~ dΦ/dζ ~ dζ/du '

In particular, on the surface Φ = 0,

dΦ dF γ r- dΦ , /I \ /I2ζ^ U J U

so

Θ2=—-=ι\-—=—-du = ι f
3̂  y ^ + G du J

This can be written as a Jacobi elliptic integral; cf. [Co, p. 400]. Set z2 = (ζ - α)/(ζ - β),
where α, jδ are the nonzero roots of F -f G; then the last integral becomes

Θ ==, k2 = β/a. (7.17)

Note that aβ = IίI2l3 is real and positive on
The other angle variables are also elliptic integrals. Straightforward calculation

gives

The first of the three integrals in each line are equal to — Θ2 and the remaining
two transform, under the same change of variables as in (7.17), into sums of Jacobi
elliptic integrals of the first and third kinds.

To complete our discussion of SU(3) we consider the integration of the flow
with Hamiltonian / 2, in the original coordinate system. The Poisson bracket
determined by the foliation of the form iΩ differs from the Poisson bracket (5.11)
by a factor —i. Thus the flow on 5(7(3) is given by

/ = -i(\ogI2J)= ~i(\oga22A22Jl feC™(SL(n)). (7.18)

Theorem 7.3. On 5L(3,C), let

1
1 2 3 ' 2/J

These functions and the functions ajkAjk and —7 log (ajk/Ajk) are real on 5(7(3). Under
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the flow (7.17) ω evolves according to the pendulum equation

ώ= -2psinω. (7.19)

Moreover

each ajkAjk is an algebraic function of cos ω and the Iy (7.20)

each time derivative of\ — \og(ajk/Ajk) is an algebraic function

of cosω and the I}. (7.21)

Proof. A direct but somewhat tedious calculation using (7.18), (5.11), and various
identities for cofactors gives

= — 2p sin ω.

To obtain (7.20) we use the identities

anAkί + aj2

which come from (7.05)

for distinct j , fc, /. Also

ajkAjkakjA

Λ i Λ X

ki ' ^/3 fc3 = = jk — ^ 1 /

to obtain

ajkAjk + akjAk } = I — Ij

[kj = ajkakjΛjkΛkj = (αjjαλ

^ l k "+" a2j^2k

-/» + /„

Ϊ* - αί/)

= Ijlk + lx — 2p cos ω.

Therefore ajkAjk and akjAkj are the roots of a quadratic equation with coefficients
which are polynomials in the Ij,p = (I1I2I3)

1/2, and cosω.
Finally, we consider Iog(a12/Aί2). Another direct calculation gives

Λ ί 1

axγa22a33 - 21\I2

4{ al2Ai2

= - — (pcosω-IJ2).
Z"l2/ l21

The calculations for other such terms are similar, and (7.21) follows, using
(7.20).

Note that on SU(3), the functions considered above are ajkAjk = \ajk\
2 and

— log(ajk/Ajk) =
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8. General Nondegenerate J

In this section we discuss the case of a spectral problem (3.2) whose characteristic
matrix J has n distinct eigenvalues but is not otherwise constrained. Thus we may
assume

J = diag(z'Al9 zλ2,...,iλn\ λ/s distinct. (8.1)

The corresponding space of potentials P, the 2-form Ωp, and the associated Poisson
bracket {, }p are defined as in Sect. 2. The (continuous) scattering data s or (ι?+, u_)
which correspond to a potential q in P is a matrix-valued function or pair of such
functions, defined on the set

Σ = {ξeC:Re(iλjξ) = Re{iλkξ), some j Φfc}. (8.2)

This set is a union of lines through the origin; we will consider it as a union of
rays from the origin and orient each ray from 0 to oo. We will describe the spaces
SD = {s} and SDf = {{v+9v _)} in more detail below. The analogue of Theorem 3.1
carries over to this more general setting; [BC1]. Therefore the 2-form and Poisson
bracket can be carried over to a form Ωs and Poisson bracket {, } s on scattering
data. In this section we prove the existence of Darboux coordinates and the
complete integrability of the linear flows.

Theorem 8.1. There are functions pvqv, l ^ v ^ ( n 2 - n)/2, holomorphίc on a dense
open algebraic subset of SL(n\ which have the following properties. Let Σi9...9Σm

be the rays of Σ. There is an assignment of rays v\—>Σk{χ)) such that

s in SD is uniquely determined by the values

{PMξ),qMξ)l ξeΣm, l ^ v g ( n 2 - n ) / 2 } . (8.3)

ΩS = Σ $ δpvΛδqv. (8.4)
v Σm

{Pμ,ξ,Pv,η}s={%,ξ,<lv,η}s = ty {Pv,ξ^v,η}s = δμvδ{ξ-η), ξ,ηeΣk{v). (8.5)

For any f in C°°(SL(n)), the distributions {fξ,pvη} have support at
ξ = ηeΣk{v), all v; as before, fξ(s) = f(s(ξ)). ' (8.6)

Theorem 8.2. The functions pv of Theorem 8.1 may be chosen so that for each traceless
diagonal matrix μ, the Hamiltonian for the flows (2.8), (3.20) is a linear combination
of the functionals

The machinery needed for the proofs of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 has already
been developed in Sects. 3 and 4. To show how it applies, we must describe the
space of scattering data. Assume j || q(x) \\ dx < 1 and consider the spectral problem
(3.1), (3.2). Again there is a unique solution ψ(-9z)9 This solution is holomorphic
with respect to z,zeC\Σ, and its boundary values satisfy

ψ(,( iθ)ξ) = ψ(x,(l - ίθ)ξ)v(ξ), ξeΣ\0. (8.7)

Given ξ in Σ\09 let Πξ:Mn^Mn be the projection defined by

* i f Re(iλ,ξ)
otherwise.
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Then the limit

lim
X-* + 00

exists on Σ\0. There are factorizations

υ(ξ) = υ-{ξ)- H + iξ) = s_(£ΓV(£); s±(ξ) = s(ξ)υ±(ξ).

The factors in (8.9) are characterized by the following conditions:

Πξv±{ξ) = υ±(ξ); Πξs±(ξ) = s±(ξ); diagι>± = 1;

(v±(ξ))jk = (sτ(ξ))jk = O if Rei(λ J.-A f c)w>0 for w = (l + iε)ξ, small

(8.8)

(8.9)

ε>0.

(8.10)

There are further conditions on 5 and v as functions of ξeΣ, which we do not need
to cite here; see [BC1] for a complete discussion of these conditions and of the
algebraic facts we are using in this section.

Proposition 3.2 carries over, in the following form [BC3]:

7—
2nι

AS
1δs)dz. (8.11)

The strategy for proving Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 is the same as for proving
Theorems 3.7 and 3.8: pointwise analysis of the form Ωs.

Suppose ξ is in Σ\0. After conjugation by a permutation matrix (which depends
on the ray of Σ containing ξ), we may assume that

= >•• = Reiλdίξ>Reiλdl

Then v(ξ) and s(ξ) have the block diagonal form

0
0

Άx 0

0 A?

0 0

AjeSL(dj).

(8.12)

(8.13)

Moreover ι?_(ξ) and s+{ξ) have this form and are upper triangular, while v+(ξ)
and s-(ξ) have this form and are lower triangular. With this normalization, the
pointwise 2-form being integrated over the ray containing ξ is (a constant multiple
of) the sum of the forms as in Theorem 4.1 for the matrix groups GLid^ GL(d2\....
There is an analogous decomposition of the Poisson bracket, which is computed
as in Sect. 3.

It follows from these considerations that the (trivial) extension of the results in
Sects. 4 and 5 to block diagonal matrix groups yields the desired functions pv, qv

of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2.
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